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ABSTRACT
Since their ﬁrst discovery, Neandertals
have served as an out-group for interpreting human variation. Their out-group role has changed over the years
because in spite of the fact that Neandertals are the most
abundant of all fossil remains (or perhaps because of this)
their interpretation is the most controversial of all human
fossils. Many believe them to be a different, albeit human-

like species, but recent genetic evidence supports anatomical interpretations indicating that interbreeding with other
humans was an important aspect of human evolution. The
combination of anatomical difference and restricted gene
ﬂow between populations suggests the possibility that
Neandertals may have been a true human race. Am J
Phys Anthropol 139:91–102, 2009. V 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Modern humans, meaning living humans and their
immediate ancestors, vary extensively. Modernity means
different things in different places, but modern human
variation is limited in that the one thing it usually does
not mean is Neandertal. However, this has not always
been the case. Historically, the interpretation that there
was a Neandertal race (the term race is not used in quotations when referring to human races, even though
many authors follow this convention to indicate their
belief that human races do not exist. The author is sympathetic to this view; yet in the biological world races do
exist for some species, and the author does not want to
imply that the race concept itself is invalid. The issue of
human races is quite complex, which is why the topics
addressed in this conference are current) ﬁrst meant
that Neandertals fell within this variation, whereas the
interpretation that there was a Neandertal species
meant falling outside of it. Later, the issue became more
complex with the recognition that ancient races might be
expected to differ more than modern populations from
different geographic regions do because of subsequent
evolutionary changes and expanding population size.
The difﬁculty with the Neandertal issue increased with
the recognition that the human variation is not racial.
Discussions of a Neandertal race ultimately address how
we view human racial variation in an evolutionary context.
In this article, the history of the Neandertal out-group
for human variation is cast in how Neandertals have
played the role of ‘‘other;’’ how Neandertals have been
interpreted as an anatomical ancestor, and as a genetic
ancestor. The role of Neandertals in understanding
human variation is complex because of the combination
of anatomical difference, restricted gene ﬂow with contemporaries, and the temporal difference between Neandertals and modern humans.

ing humans it appeared to be; King, in fact, ﬁrst wrote
‘‘so closely does the fossil cranium resemble that of the
Chimpanzee, as to lead one to doubt the propriety of
generically placing it with Man.’’ In the half century following the Feldhofer discovery evolution was rejected by
many scientists. A number of them found the Neandertal
to be somewhat less different than King described,
actually no different in type from other human races,
although more primitive. Ludwig Wilser named this
‘‘vintage’’ European race ‘‘Homo primigenius,’’ and Neandertals from Feldhofer, and later from the Croatian site
of Krapina, were key members of it. Wilser was a physician with bizarre racial theories of Aryan superiority
(Aryans, in fact all of humanity, originated in preglacial
Sweden, according to Wilser).
It is often suggested that the early interpretations of
Feldhofer (and other human fossils) were constrained by
a lack of appreciation of human antiquity (e.g. van Riper,
1993; Sackett, 2000), but in fact Johann Carl Fuhlrott
(the local naturalist who recognized the Feldhofer skeleton as a human, not a bear as ﬁrst thought) and Hermann Schaaffhausen (the medical doctor and anthropologist who ﬁrst evaluated the skeleton) acknowledged the
association with fragmentary remains of extinct animals
and regarded the Neandertal as an ancient human fossil
(Zängl, 2006, p. 46–47) of diluvial age (Schmitz, 2006,
p. 42). Early on, in 1857, Schaaffhausen emphasized
that the cranial form was natural (in the sense of not
being pathological) but with a low level of development
that cannot be found in living races.
This, of course, was before the theory of evolution was
published and the absence of the Darwinian framework
was a signiﬁcant impediment. A deeper unresolved theoretical problem played a continuing role—the relation of
race and human evolution (Wolpoff and Caspari, 1997).

NEANDERTALS INFORM HUMAN VARIATION IN
THEIR ROLE AS ‘‘OTHER’’
The issue of whether there once existed a Neandertal
race began as an evolutionary question, but was
addressed with a phenetic answer (Wolpoff and Caspari,
1997). The Feldhofer Neandertal was ﬁrst described as a
species by King (1864) because of how different from livC 2009
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This was especially important in Central Europe, where
19th Century physical anthropology grew rapidly
(Henke, 2008) after Feldhofer’s discovery, but not necessarily in acceptance of evolutionary theory. Certain of
the Central European holdouts against Feldhofer’s evolutionary interpretation had considerable inﬂuence, such
as Rudolf Virchow in Germany who thought the
Feldhofer Cave Neandertal skeleton’s differences could
be explained by pathology (as did Welcker and Vogt).
The holdouts were academically powerful; as late as the
1892 Anthropological Congress in Ulm, many of the German experts denied there were any human fossils, especially European ones (Radovčić, 1988).
If Feldhofer was not pathological, or paleontological,
could it simply represent another human variety, or
race? This was an interpretation found both in Central
Europe (see below), and in the west where leading scholars such as Paul Broca did not accept the Neandertal as
a true fossil, and a number of others regarded Neandertals as no more than a ‘‘primitive race of Homo sapiens’’—these include Fraipont, Hamy, and de Mortillet
(Henke, 2008). When the key Neandertal discoveries at
the Belgian site of Spy were published (Fraipoint and
Lohest, 1887), they were interpreted in the racial framework ﬁrst presented by Quatrefages and Hamy (1882),
in which the Canstadt skull (a partially preserved recent
human) was used as the basis for postulating a première
race fossile that also included the Feldhofer Neandertal.
In Central Europe, Johannes Ranke, a Munich anthropologist, played a key role in developing the idea of a
Neandertal race. Ranke became editor of the preliminary
reports section of the Archiv für Anthropologie, the journal of the German Society for Anthropology, Ethnology,
and Prehistory that was founded in Berlin by Rudolf
Virchow. Ranke was a leading authority on racial variation who published on the relation of human fossils and
the living races (1896). He was a conﬁrmed monogenist,
inheriting what was even then the old Blumenbach anthropological position that all humans were of a single
variable type, with only minor variations that reﬂected
different climates, and were linked together by intergradations. Ranke recognized the existence of human races
and classiﬁed them on the basis of physical characteristics such as head shape, skin color, and hair form. Inﬂuenced by Virchow, he believed the human races were
unchanged through prehistory, certainly since glacial
times, and thought that from the ﬁrst there were representatives of modern humanity already differentiated
into races with differences that were quite minor. Ranke,
in fact, contended there were no true fossil races, in the
sense of being taxonomically different from living ones,
and that Neandertals were human beings, members of
the species Homo sapiens because their ‘‘characteristic
peculiarities do not remove this race from the series of
forms already known to us from modern races’’ (Ranke,
1896). The Neandertal race was a variant of humanity
that differs from other variants in ways that human variants differ among themselves.
Soon thereafter, Karl Dragutin Gorjanović-Kramberger
also ﬁrst considered the Neandertals members of the
human species as he began to describe the Krapina
remains and write on their importance, although he
later called them Homo primigenius, after Schwalbe’s
(1901) use of Wilser’s term. With the discovery of numerous fragmentary Neandertal specimens at Krapina
(especially by 1905), Gorjanović did signiﬁcant comparative work at the Natural History Museum in Vienna and
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Fig. 1. Gustav Schwalbe’s (1906) alternative arrangements
of hominid phylogeny.

concluded that, contra Ranke, Neandertals vary more
from modern races than the modern races differ from
each other. Gorjanović explained this variation as a continuum: ‘‘Man has been developing from the ancient
Diluvial populations toward recent man, and . . . there
are no sharp delineated borders between individual
human characteristics . . . Homo primigenius and Homo
sapiens, as the extreme forms of a single genetic
sequence, are opposites in terms of their osteological systems’’ (Radovčićci, 1988, p. 81, translated from Gorjanović-Kramberger, 1904).
This Central European understanding of Neandertals,
developed before the turn of the century, came to
describe Neandertals as a human group. However, varying more from human groups than human groups vary
from each other is not the same as being equally related
to all human groups, which a true out-group would have
to be, and by the turn of the last century only Gustav
Schwalbe (1901, 1906) understood this difference and
depicted Neandertals as a human out-group (see Fig. 1).
He considered both the possibility that this out-group
was the ancestral condition, equally ancestral to all living races, and the alternative that it could be interpreted as a divergent sister species. The fact that he
held these two to be equivalent demonstrates that he
understood the meaning of out-group. He named Neandertals as a distinct species, not because of the amount
of difference but because of Neandertals’ out-group status. Schwalbe’s insight was that whether evolutionary
change or taxonomic divergence explained the central
observation, Neandertals both differ more than human
races differ from each other, and could be equally related
to all races.
Thus it was in this taxonomic role ﬁrst articulated by
Schwalbe that Neandertals came to serve as an outgroup for examining the rest of human variation, in
their ability to inform the understanding of human variation by playing the role of ‘‘other’’. This was and continues to be true in both the popular and scientiﬁc literatures; these are not as independent as one might imagine (Trinkaus and Shipman, 1993; Wolpoff and Caspari,
1997). Long after the natives of foreign lands, natives or
‘‘bushmen,’’ could no longer serve as ‘‘other’’ and became
inappropriate to judge our civilization and modernity by,
there remained the Neandertal out-group to deﬁne modernity:
His large head, with the thick frontal bones, must
have been very good for butting a brother Neanderthal, but it was no use against the stone wall of
advancing civilization, and like the Tasmanian and
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Bushman, the Red Indian and Australian of nowadays, he fades out of the picture and his place is taken
by a cleverer people. (Quennell and Quennell, 1945)
More than a half-century later, in a more serious context, Trinkaus (2006) argued that recent humans are far
more derived than Neandertals; it is the human condition, and not the Neandertal condition, that might be
the productive focus of evolutionary studies. Other
researchers have approached questions of ‘‘modern
human origins’’ from a similar perspective (Lieberman,
2008). In these and other studies Neandertals are upheld
to serve as an out-group for humanity, and at some level
out-groups are taxonomically distinct because properly
constituted, an out-group should be equally related to all
populations it is the out-group for.
The interpretation of fossil variation as taxonomic continued for some time in Central Europe, and spread to
scientiﬁc communities both eastward and westward,
quickly becoming (and remaining) the majority interpretation. Schoetensack (1908), for instance, named the
Mauer mandible Homo heidelbergensis, Klaatsch and
Hauser (1910) named the Combe Capelle specimen
Homo aurignacensis, and so on. These names carried the
same kinds of phylogenetic implications as Schwalbe’s
phylogeny, so that Schoetensack described an ancestral
species in Homo heidelbergensis and Klaatsch’s naming
of fossil species (he named others as well) reﬂected his
polygenic view that human races had multiple origins,
sometimes in different primate species.

NEANDERTALS INFORM HUMAN VARIATION IN
THEIR ROLE AS ANCESTOR
Anatomical ancestor
Ironically, later in the century it was for the most part
Central European paleoanthropologists, or paleoanthropologists of Central European descent, who reversed this
intellectual development and led the effort to lower the
level of taxonomic interpretation for Neandertals. With
Hrdlička (1930), Weinert (1925), Stolyhwo (1908, 1937),
and Weidenreich (1943a), by the middle of the last century emphasis had been placed on the interpretation of
Neandertals as members of the human species. The Central European scholars, of course, were not alone in this
endeavor (Pearson and Davin, 1924; Sergi, 1953).
But this retreat—stepping back from the taxonomic
interpretation—required addressing two issues: did
Neandertals ﬁt within a human species, were Neandertals human ancestors, or at least (as Weidenreich, 1943a
recognized) the ancestors of some humans? Many
researchers now accept that Neandertals were within
Homo sapiens, including some who answer the ancestry
question more negatively (c.f. Bräuer, 2008 and others).
While the question was no longer about species, for these
and other paleoanthropologists, it was increasingly also
not about a Neandertal race, but rather about whether
Neandertals were in the human race. This is because
the concept of human races (or subspecies, as were usually taken to mean the same thing) was falling into disrepute throughout the 20th Century.
This change in thinking about a Neandertal race
reﬂects many things. One of them was a switch from
questioning how to explain variation to questioning how
to explain ancestry (Wolpoff and Caspari, 1997). Another
reﬂected the beginnings of a movement to drop the
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whole racial explanation of human variation. There is
little doubt that much of this movement reﬂected a reaction to the events in Nazi Germany and the role of scientists, including anthropologists, in them. Boas, the German-born Jewish founder of the American Anthropological Association, became concerned about the fate of Jews
in the Nazi state soon after Hitler was appointed chancellor. He organized the Lessing League to combat ‘‘the
anti-Semitic agitation which is being carried on in this
country,’’ but realized that to be effective a scientiﬁc
denouncement should not be made by a Jewish scientist.
The scientiﬁc community was not at all united on this
issue. In the 1934 London meeting of the International
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences,
attended by Boas, Haldane spoke out against racism,
warning his audience against the abuse of science in
support of race theories. He was not alone; an antiracist
tract was published a year later by Huxley and Haddon
(1935). It was the harbinger of the later American movement and questioned whether races actually existed,
suggesting that ‘‘race’’ be replaced by ‘‘ethnic group.’’
While Boas was unable to convince the Anthropological
and Ethnological Sciences Congress to pass a resolution
on the issue, the race issue was revisited after the war,
and it soon became widely accepted, at least in anthropology, that in a biological sense there are no human
races (Montagu, 1964).
Outside of anthropology race is most often used as a synonym for subspecies (Mayr, 1969, p. 44; Futuyma, 1986, p.
107–109; Templeton, 1998), and for most of its history this
has been true within paleoanthropology (Boule, 1923;
Dobzhansky, 1944; Weidenreich, 1946, 1947). Subspecies,
however, are not a favored topic in modern biology; they
don’t exist in the indexes of many of recent textbooks, and
when they do appear there are some times when subspecies refer to a taxonomically distinct variety of a species,
but others when they are used to describe ‘‘a species in the
making’’. It is little wonder that subspecies are for the
most part no longer used to interpret past variation
(Wolpoff et al., 1984), human or otherwise.
There has been considerable change in the terminology used to discuss Neandertals, and other taxonomic
issues, that reﬂect changes in both anthropology and
biology. Some of these changes reﬂect the consequences
of the demise of subspecies categories. At one extreme,
taxonomic explanations are provided (and often
accepted) for virtually all past variation; these are
almost invariably at the species level (Tattersall, 2000;
Tattersall and Schwartz, 2008). On the other hand, race
is no longer an organizing principle for human variation
(Marks, 1995; Wolpoff and Caspari, 1997; Templeton,
1998; Caspari, 2003), and for all intents and purposes
there is no accepted human taxonomy below the species
level apart from the local population. The question of interest for paleoanthropology comes between these, if
Neandertals are not considered a distinct species, with
the demise of the race concept what are they then? Can
Neandertals frame human variation as a human variety
that is not an out-group? While few have recognized the
role played by the temporal distance between Neandertals and the reticulating network of human races
(Hawks and Wolpoff, 2003) in assessing their variation,
this remains a key issue.
What can ‘‘anatomical ancestor’’ mean in this context?
The one thing it cannot mean is that Neandertals are
equally related to all living people, a ‘‘Neandertal Stage’’
(sensu Brace, 1967), because this would require NeanAmerican Journal of Physical Anthropology
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dertals were the only ancestors of recent and living populations, as Schwalbe had portrayed them. When Weidenreich conceived of a ‘‘Neandertal Stage,’’ he assumed
that all recent archaic populations could be regarded as
local Neandertals. But he had something different in
mind because he was focused on processes of intraspecies variation. Weidenreich was quite clear about what
local evolution means in this context—local ancestry—
and that implies European Neandertals cannot be an
out-group because they were not equally related to everyone. So, logically, an ancestral Neandertal in Weidenreich’s sense cannot serve as ‘‘other’’. Weidenreich made
two related points about the Far Eastern evolutionary
sequence that pertain equally well to Neandertals and
demonstrates his understanding of this issue:
There can no longer be much doubt that certain
modern Australian types . . . resemble the Homo
soloensis skulls of Java in all essential features so
closely that they can be interpreted only as a further
evolutionary stage of the latter. . . . [However] to
make probable that European Neanderthalian did
not develop into the Australian of today does not at
all prove he did not evolve into any other racial
group of Homo sapiens. (Weidenreich, 1943a, p. 44)
And
At least one line leads from Pithecanthropus and
Homo soloensis to the Australian aborigines of
today. This does not mean, of course, that I believe
all the Australians of today can be traced back to
Pithecanthropus, or that they are the sole descendents of the Pithecanthropus–Homo soloensis line.
(Weidenreich, 1943b, p. 249–250)
So Weidenreich’s perspective for Europeans would be
that as far as their anatomical ancestry can be reconstructed, Neandertals are among the ancestors of Europeans; but this neither means they were the unique
ancestors of Europeans, nor that Europeans were their
sole descendents. In this interpretation, anatomical
ancestor does not mean out-group. He wrote this a year
before Dobzhansky (1944) made many of the same
points.

Hypotheses about anatomical ancestry
can be tested
Was Weidenreich’s perspective valid for European
ancestry—is there anatomical evidence that Neandertals
are among the ancestors of Europeans? Or can this interpretation be refuted by the demonstration that Neandertals were a unique lineage and a distinct species?
This question can be addressed by several kinds of evidence. The longest recognized evidence is that postNeandertal anatomical variation in Europe includes speciﬁcally Neandertal features. These observations have been
in the literature for some time, and continue to accumulate (Wolpoff and Caspari, 1996; Frayer, 1992, 1997;
most recently Duarte et al., 1999; Wolpoff et al., 2001;
Zilhão and Trinkaus, 2002; Trinkaus et al., 2003; Frayer
et al.,. 2006; Soﬁcaru et al., 2006; Zilhão, 2006; Rougier
et al., 2007; Trinkaus, 2007). This evidence, however,
has a signiﬁcant acquisition bias, because of how observations are chosen to address the question of Neandertal
ancestry. Anatomical variation speciﬁc to Neandertals,
or very common in the sample, is only useful for hypothAmerican Journal of Physical Anthropology

TABLE 1. Characteristics used in the pairwise difference
analyses summarized in Figures 1 and 2
Whole cranium
‘‘Teardrop’’ shape (seen from top)
Cranial rear rounded (seen from back)
Occipital bun
Asterionic parietal thickness ([9 mm)
Lambdoidal occipital thickness ([8 mm)a
Occipital
Vertical occipital face short
Sagittal groove along vault posterior
Occipital plane long ([60 mm)
Suprainiac fossa, elliptical form
Paramastoid crest prominent
Occipitomastoid crest prominenta
Broad occiput ([120 mm)
Retromastoid process prominent
Nuchal torus extends across occiput
Temporal
Mastoid-supramastoid crests well separated
Mastoid process projects minimallya
Glenoid articular surface ﬂattened
Supraglenoid gutter longa
External auditory meatus leans forwarda
Mastoid tuberclea
Frontal
Glabellar depression
Frontonasal suture arched
Supraorbital center dips downward
Broad frontal ([125 mm)
Central frontal boss
Frontal long (gl-br [ 113)
Frontal keel
Anterior temporal fossa border angleda
Lateral supraorbital central thinninga
Medial height of supraorbital large ([19 mm)
Characteristics were developed from the comparisons in the
text, with the criteria of representing structures on all parts of
the cranium and maximizing the size of the comparative sample. We chose the observations which we felt could be unambiguously and repetitively scored with accuracy.
a
Not preserved and therefore not used in Mladeč 6 analysis.

esis testing when it is reasonable to discount homoplasy.
The probability that homology is the best explanation of
similarity is reduced when samples are closely related,
and it is best to consider additional information that
helps minimize mistaking homoplasy for homology. One
approach is to omit cases when similarity could be
accounted for by the explanation that the similarity
appeared because of a similar adaptive response. For
instance, features reﬂecting cold adaptation may be
found in other cold adapted populations, contemporaneous or putative descendents, but these would not necessarily reﬂect any speciﬁc genetic relationship. At the
minimum, considering this problem and acting conservatively means that features with obvious adaptive value
should not be considered when issues of ancestry are
addressed.
Evidence of a dual ancestry of modern Europeans that
includes Neandertal and nonNeandertal ancestors needs
to involve comparisons of Neandertals and postNeandertal Europeans for the appearance of features that are
unique to the two samples or of exceptionally high frequency in them. One such hypothesis involves the Aurignacian males from the Mladeč Cave in Moravia (Wolpoff
et al., 2001; Frayer et al., 2006). For the purpose of hypothesis testing, dual ancestry is speciﬁed to mean equal
ancestry for the early modern sample in earlier Euro-
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Fig. 2. Pairwise differences between Mladeč 5 and the most complete Neandertal (‘‘N’’ bars) and Skhul/Qafzeh males. 30 nonmetric traits (Table 1) are used in this analysis (modiﬁed from Frayer et al., 2006). The specimens are arranged in order of how
many differences the comparisons with Mladeč 5 show.

pean Neandertals and in archaic humans from
Skhul and Qafzeh caves, to provide clear predictions for
testing.
The equal ancestry hypothesis was examined using
nonmetric observations for putative ancestors of the
Mladeč crania (Table 1), the most complete adult male
crania from each sample because both Mladeč crania are
adult males (four Neandertals, ﬁve Skhul/Qafzeh, see
the Figs. 2 and 3 x-axes for details). Thirty nonmetric
traits from all parts of the cranium were scored as present or absent, so that the differences could be validly
combined without weighing one variable more than
another. Three of the nonmetric variables completely
separated the Neandertal and Skhul/Qafzeh samples. Of
them, the Mladeč crania were like the Neandertals in
two, and like Skhul/Qafzeh in one. Seven additional
traits almost completely separated the putative ancestral
samples. Of these, the Mladeč crania were like the
Neandertals in four and like Skhul/Qafzeh in two. For
the seventh trait, one Mladeč cranium was like each. In
spite of the predominance of Neandertal resemblances
for this subset of 10 traits, the normal approximation of
the binomial distribution shows the equal ancestry hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 0.05 level.
Because this analysis was based on characteristics of
the groups themselves, for a second analysis the relationship of individuals was addressed in a way that
ignored group assignments. The pairwise differences
between each of the two Mladeč crania and the eight

other specimens were calculated from the 30 nonmetric
traits. These are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The pairwise
comparisons consider individuals who cluster more
closely to be more closely related to each other. They do
not necessarily assume a full independence of the traits,
just as independence cannot be assumed for nucleotide
differences in the nonrecombining mtDNA molecule
when pairwise comparisons are used in genetic analysis
(Krings et al., 1997). The required assumption is that
traits more closely linked are randomly distributed
throughout the data set. The procedure is conservative,
in that the absence of data for a specimen is considered
the absence of difference. Missing data in the comparative samples are not randomly distributed. The Skhul/
Qafzeh crania have more missing data than the Neandertals do. This means that in this speciﬁc analysis, the
results are biased to show more similarities with the
Skhul/Qafzeh remains.
Pairwise analysis was used by Frayer et al. (2006) to
examine the relationship of the Mladeč crania to the
individuals in the two putative ancestors. The number of
differences between each Mladeč cranium and the others
were tallied, and the ﬁgures aligned the specimens in
order of increasing difference. The average pairwise difference between Mladeč 5 and the Neandertal sample is
14.8, and between it and the Skhul/Qafzeh sample is
14.0, virtually the same. For Mladeč 6 the corresponding
comparisons are 7.8 and 11.6 differences, so it is closer
to the Neandertal sample. A Sample Runs test (Swed
American Journal of Physical Anthropology
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Fig. 3. Pairwise differences between Mladeč 6 and the most complete Neandertal (‘‘N’’ bars) and Skhul/Qafzeh males. 22 nonmetric traits are used in this analysis (Table 1), less than the number for Mladeč 5 because the vault is less complete (modiﬁed
from Frayer et al., 2006). The specimens are arranged in order of how many differences the comparisons with Mladeč 6 show.

and Eisenhart, 1943) was used to examine whether the
ordering of Neandertal and Skhul/Qafzeh crania, based
on the number of pairwise differences from the Mladeč
crania, is random (the null hypothesis). Randomness can
be rejected at the P 5 0.05 level when there are 2 or
less, or 9 or more runs from the same site, for a sample
of this size. There are 5 runs for Mladeč 5 and 3 runs for
Mladeč 6—randomness in the order of pairwise similarities cannot be rejected. These data fail to reject an equal
ancestry hypothesis, and thereby disprove the notion
that the Mladeč crania are uniquely related to either
Neandertals or to Skhul/Qafzeh.
These research results indicate that Neandertal populations had a signiﬁcant input in the ancestry of early
postNeandertal Europeans from Mladeč, also a conclusion of research on other postNeandertal Europeans
(Crummett, 1994; Duarte et al., 1999; Churchill and
Smith, 2000; Zilhão and Trinkaus, 2002; Trinkaus et al.,
2003; Wolpoff et al., 2004; Soﬁcaru et al., 2006, 2007;
Trinkaus, 2006; Zilhão, 2006; Rougier et al., 2007;
Frayer and Wolpoff, 2008). It follows that early postNeandertal Europeans have a dual ancestry, in both
Neandertals and another group or groups. The dual
ancestry hypothesis explicitly tested for the Mladeč
males is also used to explain variation in the Předmostı́
American Journal of Physical Anthropology

and other early postNeandertal European remains
(Frayer and Wolpoff, 2008). Dual ancestry, a consequence
of population mixing, is a key element in Multiregional
evolution (Wolpoff et al., 2000).

Genetic ancestry
The Mladeč discussion addressing the place of Neandertals in human evolution, detailed above, actually
began over 80 years ago, with the publication of Szombathy’s monograph (1925), and concern about the place of
Neandertals has been ongoing. Genetics provide the ﬁrst
really new source of data to address the issue. Genetic
information is now available for variation in both the mitochondrial and the nuclear genome, for Neandertals
and for modern humans.
Mitochondrial DNA has turned out to be of limited use
for this speciﬁc issue (Clark, 2008) because the Neandertal haplogroup no longer exists, and because selection often and easily affects mtDNA evolution (Bazin et al.,
2006; Eyre-Walker, 2006), independently of population
history. MtDNA related to Neandertals is known from
hominids across Eurasia; it is sometimes assumed that
this means Neandertals as a population were spread
across Eurasia (Krause et al., 2007b), although this
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interpretation requires that Neandertals were a separate
lineage with unique mtDNA and there is no independent
basis for this assumption. What we do know is that the
Neandertal mitochondrial haplogroup is the only one
identiﬁed in hominids older than 40 kyr or so, and disappeared in a recent selective sweep. If this reﬂects widespread population replacement, we are yet to see its
genetic consequences in nuclear DNA, and so it seems
that this sweep most probably involved selection on the
mitochondrial gene alone (Hawks, 2006).
The best direct evidence for a recent selective sweep
comes from the publication of the full mitochondrial genome of the Vindija 33.16 Neandertal (Green et al.,
2008). One gene (COX2) was found that had four
repeated amino acid substitutions in the human (i.e. surviving) mtDNA lineage. Hawks, on his BLOG, points out
that each of these human-speciﬁc mutations is also
found in some other primate species and therefore the
changes were probably established by recurrent selection. Results such as these are expected if the surviving
mtDNA lineage replaced the Neandertal lineage because
of selection.
Nuclear DNA is of much more interest, and of course
involves many genes, not just one. We may anticipate
two related problems in interpreting nuclear DNA. First,
we may expect that most uniquely human alleles are
shared among all populations, including Neandertals,
because of their close relationship. Populations, if not
species, for the most part differ in the frequencies of
shared alleles. Searching for allele differences alone
would underestimate any genetic comparison with Neandertals. On the other hand, the second expectation is of
an acquisition bias, in that identifying ‘‘human’’ genes in
the Neandertal gene pool will always be problematic
because of the potential for contamination of the fossils
with modern human sequences. Moreover, we can only
easily identify Neandertal genes entering the ‘‘human’’
gene pool when they are under selection, by taking
advantage of the consequences of introgression (see
below).
Modern alleles in Neandertal samples. Knowledge of
nuclear genetic variation in Neandertals can directly
address the issue of gene exchanges. At this time such
knowledge is based on the analysis of only a few specimens. Perhaps the most important case is the FOXP2
gene (Krause et al., 2007a) in two El Sidrón (Spain)
specimens, whose discovery was surprising to workers
who assumed minimal Neandertal language ability.
When these specimens were excavated, to avoid contamination they were frozen and immediately shipped to
Leipzig, where they were analyzed in clean room conditions. FOXP2 is one of the many genes related to human
language (Enard et al., 2002). It is not a ‘‘language gene’’
in that its effects are not critical for human language,
although FOXP2 was selected for because of its role in
language.
If the human hyoid bone form is important in language production, this anatomy was present much earlier, in the SH sample at Atapuerca ( Martı́nez et al.,
2008), and the Atapuerca hominids had auditory capacities in the high human frequency range used in language (Martinez et al., 2004). So the question is whether
FOXP2 is present because of common descent from an
ancestor with the gene. Arguing against this is evidence
that the human form of FOXP2 has a recent origin
(Enard et al., 2002), 200 kyr ago or less. This is less
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than the range divergence times estimated for Neandertals, by those who believe there was a lineage divergence. The pattern of disequilibrium also supports a
recent origin, and Coop et al. (2008) argue that the last
selective sweep affecting human FOXP2 was 42 kyr.
Could FOXP2 be in the Neandertal sample because of
contamination? Careful treatment of these recently discovered specimens argues against this, but does not disprove it, and contamination problems are signiﬁcant in
human bones and fossils, if anything multiplying in
effect past the time of contamination (Sampietro et al.,
2006). Krause et al. tested for the possibility by identifying seven alleles in the Vindija 33.16 Neandertal genome
that do not appear in humans today, and looking at the
relevant sites in the El Sidrón bones. Only the Neandertal form was found, further supporting the argument
against contamination.
Yet, it is possible that these data reﬂect contamination. Briggs et al. (2007) identify more potential sources
of contamination than generally considered, with some
alterations resulting from the rapid sequencing technology itself. One major recommendation of this paper is
the isolation of the fossil from the time of discovery, and
its preparation and data extraction under laboratory
conditions. These conditions seem to have been met during the recovery of in two El Sidrón Neandertal specimens.
If FOXP2 is not shared because of descent from a common ancestor with the gene, and if the ever-present contamination possibility is not the cause, the presence of
FOXP2 has a good chance of being the result of interbreeding between Neandertals and other populations.
The direction (from Neandertals or to Neandertals) is
uncertain.
Archaic alleles in modern populations. What about
archaic alleles appearing in modern populations? Examining the other side of genetic exchanges, studies of nuclear genetic variation in current populations that seek
evidence of archaic input, avoids the contamination problem. Plagnol and Wall (2006) conservatively estimate a
nonnegligible 5% nuclear gene ancestry from archaic
humans in the genes they sampled. Genetic studies follow earlier research where the inheritance of human
genetic variation from Neandertals and other archaic
groups was inferred from the distribution of gene products such as proteins in living populations (Morral et al.,
1993; Deeb et al., 1994; Harding et al., 2000).
However, there is now direct evidence of alleles in the
gene pool today that appear to be Neandertal-derived
(Zietkiewicz et al., 2003; Garrigan and Kingan, 2007),
and many of these have been under recent selection.
Still in their early stages, these studies indicate that
Neandertal alleles, and the alleles of other archaic populations, regularly entered the modern gene pool
(Eswaran et al., 2005) and came to be under positive
selection there (Hawks et al., 2007a). Hawks and Cochran (2006, p. 104) note that with selection, only a very
small number of interbreeding events may have been
involved:
If the modern human population expanded at a rate
of 1% per generation, then an introgressive allele
with s 0.01 (i.e., a 1% fitness advantage) would have
a 95% probability of fixation in modern humans,
with only 74 archaic-modern matings. For an allele
with a 5% fitness advantage, the corresponding
number of events would be only 24.
American Journal of Physical Anthropology
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With selection there is no longer an ‘‘issue’’ of
whether there was enough gene ﬂow from Neandertals
to have a signiﬁcant effect (an ‘‘issue’’ whose discussion
has taken up an exceptional amount of time and effort),
because these are a very small number of encounters
with consequences that are not inﬂuenced by their
number but by the magnitude of selection and by subsequent human population expansion. They are minimal
estimates of what would be required to account for the
observed introgressions (see below) of genes under
selection, and more regular interchanges between the
populations would have the same effects. The demonstration of cultural contacts and regular exchanges is in
several recent analyses of archaeological remains
(Zilhão, 2001; D’Errico et al., 2003; D’Errico, 2003; Zilhão et al., 2006).
There are a number of cases of archaic genes entering
populations ancestral to living populations. For the most
part these cases can be most easily recognized when
they were introgressions; that is, when key alleles
entered the human population, out of archaic human
varieties including Neandertals, substantially later than
when they evolved. Such alleles increased in frequency
over time under selection (Hawks et al., 2007a). This distinguishes them from the fate of some of the anatomical
features that Neandertals can be shown to have contributed to the human gene pool (Frayer, 1997). Part of the
difference between the fate of Neandertal anatomical
traits and genetic traits is a consequence of the different
acquisition errors, reﬂecting bias in how genetic and anatomical data are selected. But the origin of these alleles
is far older than the time when they ﬁrst entered the
human gene pool.
FOXP2 may be an example of such a gene, if the direction of its dispersal was out of Neandertals rather than
into them, since the gene evolved earlier than it dispersed.
Another example is the microcephalin D haplogroup, one
of the many regulating human development (Evans et al.,
2005, 2006). While the nonD haplogroups have a coalescence time of close to 2 myr, the D haplogroup diverged
from the ancestral condition at about 37 kyr (Hawks et
al., 2007b). Nevertheless, the D haplogroup has a 70%
worldwide frequency. These facts strongly implicate selection. Evans et al. (2005, 2006) suggest that there has been
an adaptive introgression into the human population for
this microcephalin haplogroup. In this particular case the
Neandertals are the most likely source population because
today the D haplogroup is rare in Africa, but common in
the New World, New Guinea, and especially in Europe. If
the D haplogroup increased under selection a long-time
ago in Africa, it would be most common there, instead.
However, nonD haplogroups are the common ones in
Africa (and elsewhere), but there is almost no evidence of
recombination with the D haplogroup. This means that
the D haplogroup attained high frequency because of
recent selection after introduction into populations directly
ancestral to living Europeans (and certain others).
There is a very similar case at the MAPT locus (Hardy
et al., 2005), that has been linked to a possible role in
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. There are two haplogroups today that diverged about 3 myr ago. The European form is very rare in Africans and seems to have
been very recently selected for because of its young coalescence (Stefansson et al., 2005).
Finally, not all introgressions are European, a fact
that provides direct genetic evidence of ancient population structure beyond Europe (although see Garrigan
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et al., 2005a; Templeton, 2005). RRM2P4 is a pseudogene on the X chromosome that appears functionless.
There are two haplogroups that diverged at about 2.4
myr (Garrigan et al., 2005b). One of these is very common in central and eastern Asia but rare in African samples, a distribution which, given its divergence time is
compatible with introgression (Hawks et al., 2007b).
This evidence of past introgressions provides some
additional insight into past population structure,
because introgression is very rare (if at all) in recent
genetic evolution. This is because of the recent and current size of the human species, and the fact that no populations are truly isolated. Alleles that were of signiﬁcant adaptive value in some populations, but did not ﬁnd
their way into other human populations until long after
they appeared, could reﬂect the fact that these populations were far smaller and more isolated from each other
than populations are today. Such a past population
structure is compatible with the million year or longer
period that has been required to establish reproductive
isolation in larger mammalian species (Curnoe et al.,
2006; Holliday, 2006). What has recently changed in the
human species is the very large population increases of
the past 50 kyr, and the effects of virtually universal
exogamy rules in human societies, far more often in contact as the human population increases.

NEANDERTALS INFORM HUMAN VARIATION IN
THEIR ROLE AS A HUMAN RACE
Do these observations, and their interpretations, mean
we can accept Neandertals as a human race, as others
have before? In the earlier literature race was used synonymously with subspecies, and this is still largely the
case in the biological literature.
A taxonomic division [of variation] equates race with
the concept of a subspecies, a division of a species into
distinct and distinguishable types. A good example
would be the three different subspecies of gorilla. . . . the
three groups are physically and geographically distinct
(Relethford, 2008, p. 379).
A taxonomic division also implied common descent.
The dismissal of human races as an organizing structure for human biology was for many reasons, including
political reasons, but there is a ﬁrm biological basis for it
in the distribution of genetic variation (Templeton,
1998), that to some extent is reﬂected in the distribution
of anatomical variation.
 Extant human anatomical variation does not attain
the subspecies level; populations are neither different
enough, nor separated enough, for a subspecies interpretation of their variation to be valid.
 The ratio of within group to between group variance is
very high in humans.
 There is no treeness for human groups (Templeton,
1998).
Thus, the idea that there were once pure human races
is dead and buried, and if race cannot reﬂect common
descent, and if there is no validity to the precept that
human races are constellations of biological characters
that show greater differences between each other than
variation within one of them, race can only have a social
deﬁnition (Marks, 1995; Caspari, 2003; many others). There
simply are no clearly distinct types of humanity (Graves,
2001), and there is no racial taxonomy for the living.

HOW NEANDERTALS INFORM HUMAN VARIATION
Has this always been the case? If there are no races
today—accepting that human geographic variation is not
taxonomic—does this mean that there were no races in
the human past? Or, is it possible that Neandertals ﬁt
the description of a subspecies as we understand it
today? The modern understanding of subspecies comes
from the New Synthesis, especially from the works of
Mayr (1942) and Dobzhansky (1944). For them, subspecies combined groups of local populations by anatomical
similarity and geographic distinctness, in a taxonomic
grouping (by descent). Although criticized by Wilson and
Brown (1953), subspecies continue to describe intraspecies variation when it is distinctly geographic; but admittedly, for the most part modern usage is not common
because intraspecies variation is not often studied. However, this happens to be a signiﬁcant problem in human
studies where, as discussed above, this variation is
almost never regarded as taxonomic.
Dobzhansky (1944) directly addressed the question of
whether past hominid samples such as Neandertals
might be subspecies. For him the compelling support for
a Neandertal subspecies came from the newly published
Mount Carmel remains (Skhul and Tabun), which he
interpreted as the result of mixture between two subspecies that were obviously not reproductively isolated, and
not a single population ‘‘in the throes of evolutionary
change’’, as McCown and Keith (1939) interpreted the
sample. Dobzhansky (1944, p. 259) noted that
The Mount Carmel population also shows that . . . a
morphological gap as great as that between the
Neanderthal and the modern types may occur
between races, rather than between species.
For Dobzhansky, a past polytypic human species was
not an exceptional situation, since at the time he also
regarded living humans as polytypic (c.f. Mayr, 1942),
with recognizable geographic races (albeit races that,
unlike Neandertals, are ‘‘imperfectly differentiated’’), as
we no longer do.
Most researchers now agree that Neandertals are in
the same species as living people and as populations
penecontemporary with Neandertals that are regarded
as modern humans or their immediate ancestors, such
as Omo, Herto, or Qafzeh. Besides the evidence of mixture, reasons for this include direct evidence of gene
exchanges as detailed above, the seemingly parallel evolution of putative Neandertal and modern lineages
(Wolpoff and Caspari, 1996; Wolpoff and Lee, 2007), anatomical evidence for dual ancestry for early ‘‘moderns’’
also discussed above (Wolpoff et al., 2001; Trinkaus et
al., 2003; Frayer et al., 2006), the statistical demonstration [‘‘statistical’’ is emphasized here because most discussions of this issue are based on assertions about differences based on the recognition of autapomorphies
that lack any sense of population variation (Lieberman,
2008; Pearson, 2008)] that Neandertals do not differ
from ‘‘moderns’’ more than living geographic groups differ from each other (Ahern, 2006), and other issues in
including archaeological interchangeability in both
Europe and western Asia (D’Errico, 2003; D’Errico et al.,
2003; Zilhão, 2006).
In terms of magnitude of variation, signiﬁcant isolation, and regional identity, Neandertals ﬁt the description of subspecies in ways that no living or recent
human groups do. In particular, they ﬁt the description
of subspecies as allotaxa (‘‘morphologically diagnosable
yet not reproductively isolated’’ populations) that Jolly
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(2001) discusses, in an essay that proposes ‘‘Neandertals
and AfroArabian ‘premodern’ populations may have
been analogous to extant baboon (and macaque) allotaxa’’ (p. 177).
The most signiﬁcant new evidence for regarding Neandertals as a subspecies of Homo sapiens is that Neandertal genes dispersed under selection to populations with
descendents, where they led to signiﬁcant adaptive
changes (Evans et al., 2005, 2006; Hawks et al., 2007a).
We don’t have the corresponding information for all of
the Neandertal nuclear genome, the million base pair
sample known at this time is far too small (Green et al.,
2006), and the potential problems of contamination are
as yet too great, but even now it is seems possible that
some Neandertals had key nuclear genes such as FOXP2
(Krause et al., 2007a) that entered their population
under selection, if not actually evolving in Neandertals
and dispersing outwards. The introgression of Neandertal genes into the human genome indicates that the gene
ﬂow was two way.
At the same time, the recent introgressions of genes
that evolved at a much earlier time suggest that Neandertal populations were signiﬁcantly isolated from other
human populations, as they may well have been from
each other [we have little evidence addressing this
(Excofﬁer, 2006)]. The new evidence of restricted gene
ﬂow, combined with older observations of a distinct geographic range and the magnitude of anatomical differences between Neandertals and their penecontemporaries,
suggest that unlike any population today, it is reasonable to interpret Neandertals as a human subspecies.
Neandertals, it would appear, are the best established
demonstration that humans in the past, like many other
mammals (Mayr, 1963), formed distinct races.
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